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Introduction

The goal of mimicking animals in nature is to enable robots to adapt to unstructured

and dynamically-changing environments that are full of uncertainties. Developing bio-

inspired robots requires us to parallel or surpass the functions and performances of

biological systems with hierarchical structures: Cells are subordinate to tissues, tissues are

subordinate to organs, and organs are subordinate to the whole body. We can even look

deeper into a cell and treat it as a complex subsystem.

The development of bio-inspired robots usually starts from observing animal

behaviors. Typical behaviors are selected for imitation due to their extraordinary

performances under certain circumstances. Next, the functions of muscles and

skeletons are replicated by artificial actuators and mechanical structures. These

artificial components play similar roles as biological tissues and organs but may differ

significantly in working principles, material compositions, and structures. Subsequently,

proper controllers are developed to regulate the motion of the actuators based on the

feedback of sensors, enabling the robot to generate the right behavior at the right time.

These controllers are usually borrowed from conventional robotic systems and may not

fully reflect the structure of the biological nervous control system. Despite many years of

efforts of scientists and engineers, the agility, efficiency, and intelligence of state-of-the-art

bio-inspired robots still cannot parallel their biological counterparts.

Why is there still a stark gap between bio-inspired robots and animals? Bio-inspired

robots are abstractions of the biological system. Is it because we leave out so many details

that we smear out various merits of the animals? In this opinion article, we argue that we

must look deeper into the biological systems and value the critical role of delicate structures.

We use the word “delicate structure” here to refer to the functional components much

smaller than the biological system or the low-level organizations of neurons, muscles, and

sensors subordinate to the central nervous system (Figure 1). Although these delicate

structures seem minor compared to the biological system, their influence on the overall

performance may be non-trivial. For example, although the heights of the sea bass scales are

less than 1 mm, a decrease in friction drag up to 9.31% was observed (Muthuramalingam

et al., 2019). It should also be noted that different delicate structures are closely related and

can function synergistically tomeet the goal. For example, the fish needs to synergize sensing

signals from massive proprioceptors (delicate sensing units) and contract or relax massive

muscles (delicate actuators) in concert to achieve steady swimming. The massive delicate
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sensing units and actuatorsmust be orchestrated through low-level

central pattern generators (delicate control architectures).

Achieving delicate structures on bioinspired robots is not easy.

We must wisely choose to what extent to replicate these delicate

structures to avoid challenges in engineering implementation. This

requires us to deeply understand the synergistic relation between

delicate structures and the influence of the delicate structures on

the whole system.

Delicate epidermal structures

Many animals have evolved well-ordered nano/micro

structures on their epidermises. Although these inconspicuous

“delicate epidermal structures” are much smaller than animals’

bodies, they act as the interface between the biological system and

the external environment and play a critical role in animals’

survival.

Detailed features of these delicate structures on the epidermis

should closely match the animals’ behaviors and habitats. The

proof of it comes from the study of seabird feathers. Plunge-

divers, such as gannets, need to plunge into the water and chase

the prey underwater, so they require feathers with higher water

resistance. On the contrary, seabirds only feeding on the water

surface, such as gulls, prefer feathers with higher water

repellency. The diameter of the barbs and the distance

between them determine the water repellency and water

resistance properties of the plumage (Rijke, 1968), and they

vary with different seabird species to match their habits

(Rijke, 2018).

Delicate epidermal structures should not be treated as

isolated functional subsystems. In many cases, they can only

function when working with the whole biological system

synergistically; otherwise, they may become counterproductive.

As the first example, experimental studies on synthetic flexible

shark skins with 3D denticles demonstrate that drag reduction

FIGURE 1
Delicate structures in biological systems. A fish is an excellent biological model to manifest the important roles of delicate epidermal structures
(fish scales), delicate actuators (massive red and white muscles arranged in a zigzag pattern), delicate sensing units (massive neuromasts at the fish
lateral line), and delicate control architectures (central pattern generators).
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only occurs at certain undulatory kinematics (Wen et al., 2014;

Wen et al., 2015). In fact, different undulatory kinematics

correspond to different optimal arrangement patterns of the

denticles, and the mismatch between the denticle arrangement

and the undulatory kinematics may even lead to drag increment.

The statement can also be justified by a study on the adhesive

force of a single gecko foot hair (Autumn et al., 2000). Maximum

adhesion can only be obtained if the seta is first pushed

perpendicularly and then pulled parallel to the substrate. The

orientation of the seta is critical to the detachment: A larger seta

angle can help the gecko to peel the toes away from the substrate.

The attachment and detachment properties of the gecko foot

hairs require the gecko to adopt proper gait and toe motion

during crawling.

Delicate actuators

In contrast to the limited number of actuators in many bio-

inspired robots, animals usually possess a large number of

“delicate actuators” arranged in high spatial density, such as

dynein motors and muscles, at length scales much smaller than

the whole biological system. For instance, an earthworm with a

body length of just 11–20 cm contains 135–150 body segments,

each of which has circular and longitudinal muscles that can

work independently of every other body segment (Hanson,

1957).

The large number and high density of the delicate actuators

endow the animals with abundant degrees of freedom to manage

their behaviors, enhancing their adaptability to the

environments. The ciliary bands of the starfish larvae

demonstrate the strategy of dynamically coordinating the

motions of massive delicate actuators to produce versatile

functions (Gilpin et al., 2017). By controlling the beat

direction of the cilia, starfish larvae can dynamically control

the number and positions of the vertices surrounding the body.

Further investigation suggests that different flow patterns lead to

different hydrodynamic benefits, facilitating either feeding or

swimming. The delicate actuators can also synergistically

cooperate with the macro-scale motion of the animal body for

locomotion. For example, the octopus crawling is achieved by

coordinating the shortening and elongation motions of the

proximal arms at the large scale and the anchoring of the

suckers at the small scale (Levy et al., 2015).

The organizational structure of delicate actuators is also a

critical factor influencing the performance of the actuator

coordination. The skeleton muscle is composed of sarcomeres

that can be regarded as delicate actuators. The sarcomeres are

arranged in series to form a myofibril. Thousands of myofibrils

are packed in parallel to make up a muscle fiber. Numerous

muscle fibers are then bundled together to form a fascicle.

Groups of muscle fibers are finally bundled together in a

similar way to form the whole muscle. Such organizational

structure of the skeleton muscle effectively convert the

contraction motion of the sarcomere, which is at the

nanometer scale, into the macroscale movement (Lieber,

1999). However, the optimal organization of delicate actuators

is not always well-ordered as in skeleton muscles. For instance,

compared to spatially well-ordered cilia, the misaligned cilia in

the mouse airway enhance the particle clearance performance

(Ramirez-San Juan et al., 2020).

Delicate sensing units

Animals need proprioception, which is the ability to sense

their body positions and movements, to realize different

behaviors (Tuthill and Azim, 2018). Proprioception relies on

“delicate sensing units” distributed throughout the body,

i.e., mechanosensory neurons or proprioceptors. There exist a

large number of proprioceptors in biological systems. It is

estimated that there are around 10,000 spindle receptors in

the human arm and roughly the same number of cutaneous

receptors in the palm (Blum et al., 2021). In the insect femur,

there exist up to several hundred mechanosensory neurons

(Tuthill and Azim, 2018). Such a great number of delicate

sensing units enhances the robustness of the biological system,

as removing a small number of proprioceptors has little influence

on animal behavior (Tuthill and Azim, 2018).

The proprioceptors are not only enormous in quantity but

also numerous in type. In mammals, the skin receptors encode

information on skin deformation, body conformation, and

contact with objects. Muscle spindles embedded in skeleton

muscles provide the sensation of muscle length and the rate

of change of the muscle length. Golgi tendon organs lying at the

interface between muscles and tendons detect the load on the

limbs. Joint receptors react when the joint reaches a certain angle

and always work as limit detectors. Vestibular organs located in

the skull give feedback on the acceleration information of the

head. Failing to accurately sense the state of body position and

movement can severely hamper the movement capability (Ghez

et al., 1990).

Delicate control architectures

It is a great challenge to coordinate massive actuators and

sensors in a robotic system to perform a sequence of movements

for a specific complex task in a world full of uncertainties and

contextual noises while coordinating multi-sensory input, task

strategy, and motor behavior to learn and perform the task may

appear to be simple for a biological system (Rigotti et al., 2013).

The huge number of actuators and sensors excludes the

possibility of establishing direct one-to-one mappings to the

brain. Therefore, the nervous control systems manifest a

hierarchical architecture. At a higher level, the brain plans the
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movement sequence and sends out commands (Shao et al., 2016;

Shao et al., 2019). At a lower level, the muscles can respond by

synthesizing the command from the brain, the local sensory

feedback from receptors, and the on-site external stimuli

(Higueras-Ruiz et al., 2021). We refer to such a low-level

organization subordinating to the central nervous system as

the “delicate control architecture”. In octopus, the neurons in

the peripheral nervous system take up around two-thirds of the

total neurons in an octopus, suggesting the critical role of the

delicate control architecture (Hochner, 2012).

A typical example of such a delicate structure is the central

pattern generator (CPG) that plays a critical role in rhythmic

body locomotion (Ijspeert, 2008). The CPG is a group of neurons

connecting into a network. It can stably produce rhythmic motor

patterns without rhythmic input, and can be modulated with

low-dimensional external signals. The muscle synergy also

manifests the existence of delicate structures in the biological

nervous control system (Higueras-Ruiz et al., 2021). In

mammals, a group of muscles can be activated synergistically

to produce a particular movement pattern, reducing the

dimensionality of the muscle control. Such an organization

still allows the animals to have the freedom to selectively

recruit the number of muscles being activated to modulate the

output force.

Discussion

Replicating delicate structures of the biological system requires

fabrication techniques that can handle multiple materials and

generate delicate features at high resolution. This is imperative

when integrating numerous micro/nano structures (Wang et al.,

2017), sensors (Liu et al., 2022), and actuators (Ren et al., 2022) to

bio-inspired robotic systems at high spatial density. Recent progress

in micro-assembly strategies (Zhang et al., 2021) and 3D printing

techniques (Wehner et al., 2016; Truby et al., 2018) have

demonstrated their capabilities in fabricating complex detailed

features. However, one of the biggest disadvantages of these

fabrication methods is their low throughput and poor scalability

(Truby and Lewis, 2016; Zhang et al., 2021), preventing us from

pursuing massive micro/nano structures and complicated

somatosensory-actuator systems as in animals. One solution to

bypass this challenge is to simplify the delicate structures being

mimicked. For instance, by simplifying the morphology of the

spinules of the remora disk, the artificial spinules can be easily

fabricated through 2D laser cutting and can still achieve spatially

heterogeneous friction during adhesion (Wang et al., 2017).

The decentralized nature of the nervous control systemmakes

it efficient in coordinating a large number of motors and sensors to

manage animal behaviors and maintain homeostasis of the

biological system. Such a control framework relies on delicate

control architectures to accommodate external disturbances

rapidly and reduce the burden of the central control unit.

Traditional bio-inspired robots usually rely on software and

digital circuits to mimic the biological hyperconnective nervous

system (Li et al., 2020; Thandiackal et al., 2021), which increases

the latency in data transmission and processing. Mimicking the

nervous system at the hardware level, such as the neuromorphic

chip (Sandamirskaya et al., 2022), is a promising solution to obtain

various merits of the biological nervous control system. It should

also be noted that we must not merely focus on computational

hardware and algorithm to develop the delicate control

architecture because the computation can also be carried out by

the physical body (Hauser et al., 2011; Sitti, 2021). Smartly utilizing

the interaction between the robot and the environment can

enhance the functionality (Ren et al., 2019) and adaptability

(Ren et al., 2021) of the robot, which can be exploited to

reduce the complexity of the control system.

In conclusion, various merits of biological systems come

from their delicate epidermal structures, delicate actuators,

delicate sensing units, and delicate control architectures.

Future bioinspired robots should possess similar delicate

structures in both hardware and software to close the gap

with their biological counterparts. However, faithfully

replicating every detailed feature of the biological system

through synthetic approaches is impossible due to the

currently insurmountable challenges in design, material

synthesis, and fabrication. Therefore, we must leave out

delicate structures that are irrelevant to or have minor

influences on the performances or functions we resort to. This

requires us to deeply understand the functional mechanisms of

these delicate structures and how delicate structures interplay

with each other and the whole system.
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